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\ƣǫőƘƘžůőƣǫ�
VĥƣŉǞ҈�ëŸȖ�
}ĥƔžƣů�
žǞ�ĥ�ºƔžƘƘ�
ŮƯǖ�sžŮő by 
Charlotte 
Abrahams 
and Katy 
Bevan, 
Quickthorn 

This is a beautiful and inspiring book. I love 
how it grounds us in what is important – 
practical and creative skills – but also how 
Ưłğƣğƣśňşşƣ͓ŵƛŘƷƣƯƘƷƛğĐƛğñƯňǏňƯǖ͓ĐñŪĎğ
healing and inspiring. The book is a mix 
ŵĹňŪĹŵƛŨñƯňŵŪ͓ƛğȍğĐƯňŵŪƣñŪėƣƯŵƛňğƣ͓
interspersed with photos. I found the stories 
particularly uplifting – from those who have 
discovered the value of a creative career, to 
ƯğñĐłğƛƣğǕƘşñňŪňŪĺłŵǐñƛƯI ®0ǐñƣñƣñşǏğ
ĹŵƛʹėňĹȌĐƷşƯ͵ƘƷƘňşƣñŪėƯłğşğƣƣŵŪňŪǐłňĐł
they learned to focus, engage and persevere. 
There is purpose in our craft – our hands are 
ñĐƯňǏğ͕ŵƷƛĎƛñňŪƣñƛğñĐƯňǏğĎƷƯƛğƣƯňŪĺ͕ǐğñƛğ
inspired by what we make, by the touch and 
by the human connection. I loved the story of 
craftivist Sarah Corbett, who hand stitched a 
handkerchief with a message as a bespoke 
gift for her MP. Through this they developed a 
positive relationship, “listening to each other 
better where we differed”. This has stayed 
with me – how craft and making can create so 
much more than simply the product. In sharing 
skills, making for someone, reaching out in 
ñĐƛğñƯňǏğ͓ŪŵŪͨñĺĺƛğƣƣňǏğǐñǖ͓ǐğĐñŪȌŪė
a way to listen and collaborate. That truly is 
value coming from our hands, which this book 
inspires and celebrates in so many ways. SF

�ǳǖƣǫ�²ĥžƣ�by 
Roc Sandford, 
Hazel Press 
UȌƛƣƯşğñƛŪğėŵĹ¦ŵĐ
Sandford and his 
PğĎƛňėğñŪňƣşñŪėŵŪ
an episode of Stacey 
Dooley Sleeps Over, 
and my curiosity was 
ƘňƚƷğė͒Pğƛğǐñƣ
someone living at the 

edge of the world, one of the most remote places, 
ǐłŵǐñƣėƛňǏğŪƯŵƯƛñǏğşƯŵĹñƛͨñǐñǖiŵŪėŵŪƯŵ
ŘŵňŪ0ǕƯňŪĐƯňŵŪ¦ğĎğşşňŵŪƘƛŵƯğƣƯƣ͒»łğƯǐŵǐŵƛşėƣ
are in stark contrast, and Burnt Rain is a beautiful, 
łŵŪğƣƯñŪėƘŵğƯňĐğǕƘşŵƛñƯňŵŪŵĹƯłňƣŘŵƷƛŪğǖñŪė
the author’s deep concern for our environment. 

Each chapter takes us through a new month 
of the year, immersing the reader in the extreme 
ǐğñƯłğƛŵĹƯłğňƣşñŪė͓IŵŨğƯƛñ͓ñŪėłŵǐƯłğ
changing climate is impacting life there. The 
ĎŵŵśĐŵŨƘşğƯğşǖƯƛñŪƣƘŵƛƯğėŨğ͕UĹğşƯUǐñƣ
walking alongside Sandford in the biting wind 
ñŪėƛñňŪ͒UğŪŘŵǖğėƯłğłƷŨñŪėğƯñňşƣñĎŵƷƯėñňşǖ
life on the island, and, in London, the experience 
of being chained under a lorry in the Waterloo 
Bridge protest. I also like the way the author 
addresses our human choices. When talking 
ñĎŵƷƯȍǖňŪĺňŪƯłğĐŵŪƯğǕƯŵĹłŵǐƯłňƣĐñŪşğñė
ƯŵĐşňŨñƯğͨƛğşñƯğėėğñƯłƣ͓łğǐƛňƯğƣ͔ͲsñŪǖ
ƘğŵƘşğłñǏğėňĹȌĐƷşƯǖǐňƯłƯłğĐŵŪĐğƘƯŵĹʹŨŵƛğ͵
and ‘less’. It’s not nothing to kill fewer people, on 
the way to killing none.”

I’m heartened by the dedication and hope 
that Sandford and his family have for the future 
of our planet. The book speaks directly to the 
łğñƛƯñŪėŨñśğƣňƯňŨƘŵƣƣňĎşğŪŵƯƯŵƛğȍğĐƯ
more deeply on our own connections to the 
ğŪǏňƛŵŪŨğŪƯ͒UƯ͵ƣñƯłŵƷĺłƯͨƘƛŵǏŵśňŪĺƛğñėĹŵƛ
any who seek inspiration and a sense of kinship 
in these challenging times. One line in particular 
stays with me, after a poignant encounter with a 
minke whale: “Nothing is alright, yet everything 
is, and meanwhile drink the bliss.” JH

ëŸőƣ�ñƯǳ�
sƯǞő�\ǫ҈�ÇȐƯ�
êƯžłőǞ҆��ƣő�
Çǖǳő�ºǫƯǖȖ҆���
}ƯǫŸőǖ�ĥƣŉ�
'ĥǳůŸǫőǖ�Ưƣ�
ǫŸő�1ŉůő by 
Roxy and Gay 
Longworth, 
Welbeck
In this book, Roxy 

ñŪėIñǖiŵŪĺǐŵƛƯłĺňǏğƯłğňƛƣğƘñƛñƯğñĐĐŵƷŪƯƣ
of how Roxy came to experience a psychotic 
breakdown following the dangerous mishandling 
of events after she sent naked images of herself to 
ñƣňǕƯłͨĹŵƛŨĎŵǖ͓ǐłňĐłǐğƛğƯłğŪƣƘƛğñėñƛŵƷŪė
the school. She was 13.

In telling their stories, each addresses the 
other. Their writing is powerful, and both 
ñĐĐƷƣñƯŵƛǖñŪėƣğşĹͨĐƛňƯňĐñş͒uğňƯłğƛłŵşėƣĎñĐś
in their assessments of the other’s actions and 
behaviours. They go right back to when Roxy had 
night terrors at a young age and the toll this took 
on their relationship. It’s an interesting portrayal of 
the way a parent–child relationship is experienced 
from the different standpoints, and there are 
moments throughout the book when both mother 
ñŪėėñƷĺłƯğƛñĐśŪŵǐşğėĺğƯłğƣƷĎŘğĐƯňǏğşğŪƣ
through which each views the other. Their love 
and hate is intense and sometimes hard to 
ǐňƯŪğƣƣ͒àğƯƯłğňƛƯğŪñĐňƯǖñŪėƛğƣŵşǏğƯŵĺğƯ¦ŵǕǖ
better is staggering and relentless. When they 
are at their lowest, acts of kindness by friends and 
ƣƯƛñŪĺğƛƣşňĹƯƯłğŨŘƷƣƯğŪŵƷĺłƯŵñşşŵǐƯłğŨƯŵ
go on. It’s a moving read.

In dealing with the initial ‘incident’, the school 
failed to recognise the crime that was committed. 
It’s only when Roxy runs away and is found, in 
the dark, hiding under a tree in the middle of 
Ūŵǐłğƛğ͓ƯłñƯIñǖňƣƯŵşėĎǖñƘŵşňĐğŵĹȌĐğƛƯłñƯ
“what [the boys] are doing is distributing illegal 
images of children and, as a result, face being 
placed on the sex offenders’ register”. Perhaps 
if this had been understood from the start, Roxy 
wouldn’t have experienced the same degree of 
ƣłñŨğñŪėƣğşĹͨşŵñƯłňŪĺǐłňĐłƘƛğĐğėğėłğƛ
ƣğşĹͨłñƛŨñŪėƘƣǖĐłŵƣňƣ͒

The book is important in helping us 
understand the social pressures children can 
feel and arming us with the knowledge we 
need to protect them, or to support them 
when things go wrong. Children want to keep 
things from the adults who care for them. The 
thing I took away from the book is the need 
to foster openness with our children, and to 
ǐňƯłłŵşėŘƷėĺğŨğŪƯǐłğŪƯłğǖƯƛƷƣƯƷƣƯŵłğñƛ
something. AE

nothing is alright, 
yet everything is, 
and meanwhile 
drink the bliss
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reviews by Nicky Agar, Alice Ellerby, Saf!a Farr and Jess Hazel 

ëőžǖŉ�ëĥƘƔ҈�
ëĥƣŉőǖžƣůǞ�
ĥƣŉ�
ëƯƣŉőǖžƣůǞ�
ÇŸǖƯǳůŸ�ǫŸő�
�ǖžǫžǞŸ�²žǫǳĥƘ�
ñőĥǖ, Watkins

UĐŵƷşėŪ͵ƯǐñňƯƯŵĺğƯŨǖłñŪėƣŵŪƯłňƣĎŵŵś͗
IƛŵǐňŪĺƷƘ͓ŨǖƣňƣƯğƛñŪėUǐğƛğĐŵŪƯňŪƷñşşǖ
trailed around one stone circle or another by 
our parents, and this instilled a lifelong love 
of exploring our magical, ancient landscape. 
We’re lucky in the UK to have so many 
places rich in history, folklore, and strange 
rituals to explore, and this book celebrates a 
great collection of them beautifully. 

The content is set out according to the 
ÚłğğşŵĹƯłğàğñƛ͓ǐňƯłñşňƣƯŵĹʹƣğşğĐƯğė
observances’ for each season, which I loved 
ėğşǏňŪĺňŪƯŵ͒»łğƛğñƛğňŪƯğƛğƣƯňŪĺǐƛňƯğͨ
ups for each place, which weave in modern 
ĐƷşƯƷƛğ͓ñŪėłŵǐƯłğǖȌƯňŪƯŵƯłğǐňėğƛ
şñŪėƣĐñƘğ͒UğŪŘŵǖğėşğñƛŪňŪĺñĎŵƷƯ»łñǕƯğė͓
home of the Morris Ring, which hosts an 
annual gathering of morris sides from across 
ƯłğĐŵƷŪƯƛǖ͓ñŪėƯŵȌŪėŵƷƯŨŵƛğñĎŵƷƯ
the stone circle at Avebury – somewhere 
UǏňƣňƯŵĹƯğŪ͒UƯǐñƣƯłğȌşŨňŪĺşŵĐñƯňŵŪĹŵƛ
the seventies TV serial Children of the 
Stones, and inspired other stories and shows 

throughout the decade that I’d not heard of 
but look forward to exploring. 

Each site has associated walking notes 
with some guidance for planning your 
ramble, and covers other locations close by 
that may be connected. The book includes 
places I’ve been to many times, and some 
I’ve never even heard of. I’ve no doubt this 
resource will inspire lots of future trips. 
Learning about the myth and magic of an 
ancient path or destination, for me, greatly 
enhances any wander. And the beautiful 
accompanying photographs give each place 
an irresistible lure. 

A fantastic, weighty tome packed with 
ideas to help you and your own family to 
ʹśğğƘǐñşśňŪĺǐğňƛė͵͗ JH

}ǳǖŉƘő҈�
}Ưǖő�pžƘƘőǖ�
¯ǳȠȠƘőǞ҈�ЉЈЈ�
LžőƣŉžǞŸƘȖ�
LƯǳƘ�}ǳǖŉőǖ�
}ȖǞǫőǖȖ�
sƯůžł�
¯ǳȠȠƘőǞ�by 
G.T. Karber, 
Souvenir Press

UǐñƣȌƛƣƯñƯƯƛñĐƯğėƯŵƯłňƣĎŵŵśñƣMurdle 
rhymes with Wordle, and my day can’t 
start before I’ve completed the Wordle. 
When I looked more closely at the book, 
I realised it was actually a logic puzzle 
book, and was instantly transported 
back to my childhood, when I’d spend my 
pocket money on puzzle books. If I was 
lucky, it would have one or two of these 
şŵĺňĐƘƷǡǡşğƣňŪňƯ͒UŨñĺňŪğŨǖŘŵǖƯŵȌŪėñ
ǐłŵşğĎŵŵśŵĹƯłğŨ͗

®ƯğƘͨĎǖͨƣƯğƘňŪƣƯƛƷĐƯňŵŪƣǐğƛğĺƛğñƯƯŵ
remind me how to complete the puzzles, 
as it must have been around 40 years 
since I’d last seen one. The extra hints are 
also helpful – and very much needed for 
the trickier levels. There are four levels 
ŵĹėňĹȌĐƷşƯǖƛñŪĺňŪĺĹƛŵŨʹğşğŨğŪƯñƛǖ͵Ưŵ
‘impossible’. I’m currently struggling with 
the transition between level two and three, 
but I’ve roped in my husband and between 
us we’re getting there.

I love the theme running through each 
puzzle, introducing new characters and 
telling a murderous story to link the puzzles 
together. This is the second book in the 
ƣğƛňğƣ͓ñŪėUłñǏğñşƛğñėǖƘƷƯƯłğȌƛƣƯŵŪğŵŪ
my Christmas list. NA


